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First Scenario



 

Imagine you are in a very important online meeting



 

The boss cannot join due to having another meeting
He will be very busy the coming few months

He asks someone to take down the summary of the
meeting

SCENARIO



Someone has to take down meeting minutes

Problems
Meeting is important, everyone has

to be active and participate

Meeting is also very confidential
 



Second Scenario



 

You just started an online meeting



You realised that there is no one to take
down meeting minutes

The meeting is about to start

You cannot find anyone that can
join immediately now to take down

meeting minutes



Our Solution



A Helpful Ear



How It Can Help You

We use AI21's questioning API to
take down precise meeting

minutes for you

1. 2.   We allow you to clear the transcript
of your meeting from our database

anytime! (security purposes)

We question:
Roles
Responsibilities
Deadlines
General summary



The Process



Skills I had to learn
DEVELOPING CHROME EXTENSIONS AI21 LABS

Having it as a Chrome extension would
make it more accessible and convenient for
users. 

Learning AI21 labs was straightforward as it
is incredibly user-friendly and the API is
versatile enough to perform a wide range of
tasks.



Tech Stack
FRONTEND BACKEND

Chrome extension

Speech to text implementation

Backend server (Flask)

Making API calls to AI21 Labs

Using redis as a database



Business Potential
A helpful ear is an ideal solution for a hassle-less and efficient way to

take meeting minutes down

It can be sold to any company or startups

Especially helpful for remote work

 

 

With a helpful ear, you can host any number of meetings you want without having to
waste so much time caring about how to go about with your meeting minutes and

get straight to the business



Future Plans
Further develop the speech to text to be even more accurate

Allow companies to set the template for meeting minutes and even
set the questions

Expand A Helpful Ear to not only google chrome but sell to other
companies so it can work on software like Zoom, Google meetings, etc

 

 


